
This This This This twotwotwotwo----story 2,052 square story 2,052 square story 2,052 square story 2,052 square 

foot reinforced concrete block foot reinforced concrete block foot reinforced concrete block foot reinforced concrete block 

building building building building was constructed in a was constructed in a was constructed in a was constructed in a 

narrow strip between the two narrow strip between the two narrow strip between the two narrow strip between the two 

soccer fields used for state and soccer fields used for state and soccer fields used for state and soccer fields used for state and 

college championships, the college championships, the college championships, the college championships, the 

Olympic Development Pro-Olympic Development Pro-Olympic Development Pro-Olympic Development Pro-

gram, and tournament play.  gram, and tournament play.  gram, and tournament play.  gram, and tournament play.  

These fields were off limits dur-These fields were off limits dur-These fields were off limits dur-These fields were off limits dur-

ing construction, a challenging ing construction, a challenging ing construction, a challenging ing construction, a challenging 

requirement for  equipment requirement for  equipment requirement for  equipment requirement for  equipment 

and personnel logistics. and personnel logistics. and personnel logistics. and personnel logistics.     

    

An unusual cantilever roof An unusual cantilever roof An unusual cantilever roof An unusual cantilever roof 

structure allows windows to structure allows windows to structure allows windows to structure allows windows to 

wrap the second floor corners and provide a 360 wrap the second floor corners and provide a 360 wrap the second floor corners and provide a 360 wrap the second floor corners and provide a 360 

degree unobstructed view of the playing fields.  The degree unobstructed view of the playing fields.  The degree unobstructed view of the playing fields.  The degree unobstructed view of the playing fields.  The 

facility includes locker rooms, restrooms, a storage facility includes locker rooms, restrooms, a storage facility includes locker rooms, restrooms, a storage facility includes locker rooms, restrooms, a storage 

area, the main office, and the viewing area to sup-area, the main office, and the viewing area to sup-area, the main office, and the viewing area to sup-area, the main office, and the viewing area to sup-

port one of Huntsville's fastest growing sports in its port one of Huntsville's fastest growing sports in its port one of Huntsville's fastest growing sports in its port one of Huntsville's fastest growing sports in its 

most prestigious setting.most prestigious setting.most prestigious setting.most prestigious setting.    

    

Winner: Associated Builders & Contractors 2007 Winner: Associated Builders & Contractors 2007 Winner: Associated Builders & Contractors 2007 Winner: Associated Builders & Contractors 2007 

Excellence in Construction Award,  Public Works & Excellence in Construction Award,  Public Works & Excellence in Construction Award,  Public Works & Excellence in Construction Award,  Public Works & 

Environmental Category.Environmental Category.Environmental Category.Environmental Category.    

 
 
 
 

John Hunt Park Soccer Communication CenterJohn Hunt Park Soccer Communication CenterJohn Hunt Park Soccer Communication CenterJohn Hunt Park Soccer Communication Center    
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$334,000.00 
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